Canada’s millennials – where are they now and where are they moving?

Until recently, demographers, policy analysts and marketing managers have been fixated on the Baby Boom generation since it has had such a profound impact on so many aspects of society. It is the North American generation and in Canada in particular since it started in 1945. In the past five years, this attention has shifted to the children of baby boomers (born between 1981 and 1996).

This group, also referred to as “the echo boom,” generation “Y” or, more frequently, the millennial generation, makes up 22% of Canada’s population which is estimated to be 37.1 million as of July 1, 2018.

This focus on millennials, aged 23 to 38, has become more intense despite the fact this age cohort’s growth, over the past five years, has shifted to the children of baby boomers (born between 1981 and 1996). It is also worth noting that millennials are considered to be major participants in the “Gig” economy. However, as noted in the third phase of the revitalization, there’s no way to avoid disruption, only to minimize the impact on residents and businesses. However, she says, with the new buildings, parks and other amenities from the initial phases in place the transformation is proving itself as a worthy goal.

“For even those who were here when it started, we’ve got people who have moved into the new buildings and see this still going on,” she says. “Philase three is 10 acres and 10 city blocks, plus a hockey rink and all its downtown so it is disrupting.”

She says maintaining communications has been critical with regular meetings, a website and posters advising people as to what is happening and what closures and specific changes are coming up.

The Regent Park Neighbourhood Association (RPNA) and a special community construction liaison committee also work closely with the TCHC. Daniels Corp. and demolition contractor GFL to flag and resolve issues as they crop up.

“It also helps because as the construction or demolition moves around, it involves different people and businesses next to that site,” Skeeth says.
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Churchill Park environmental engineering to bring stormwater relief

**Surrounded by a natural woodlot, ravine lands and the Cootes Paradise marsh, Hamilton's popular Churchill Park has been the site of a massive earth movement and tracking operation which resulted in a partial closure of the park last August.** A $1.45 million project, which will usher in a number of environmental benefits, is expected to be completed and the closed area reopened.

Undertaken by Brampton-based Metric Contracting Services, the $1.45-million project encompasses the excavation/construction of two rain gardens comprised of shallow above-grade dry ponds, each with large below-grade stormwater storage basins. The larger pond is equipped with a 4,300-square metre (46,284 square feet) basin and the second basin is 1,200 square metres (12,916 square feet) in size.

Designed by WSP Canada Inc., the garden system will relieve pressure on an at-capacity combined sewer system in adjacent residential areas, reduce the risk of basement flooding in the homes, and address drainage issues in the park itself.

Located in the south-end of the park, which is owned by the Royal Botanical Gardens and managed by the City of Hamilton, the rain gardens are intended to accommodate a 100-year storm, says project manager and city landscape architect Ken Wheaton.

Consisting of a range of levels with different materials such as 19-mm clear stone, a high draining soil filter media, a non-woven geotextile layer, and a clear stone “choke layer”, the 1.45-metre-deep storage basins will retain the stormwater until it has a chance to filter through and into the ground. The “choke layer is particularly effective in slowing and filtering the water,” says Wheaton.

Below the basins is a network of 12- to 52-metre-long (129 to 559-foot) trenches (21 in total) which will disperse the water through a coarse layer of sand which extends across the site at varying depths.

“In large storms, there will be some surface ponding, but the system is designed to reduce the time that water stays on the surface of the pond,” says Wheaton.

Site topography, existing baseball diamonds, and existing drainage catchment areas were some of the factors which determined the specific location of the gardens and why there are two. The larger garden encompasses the excavation/construction of two large above-grade dry ponds, as well as installing the various filtering levels.

The excavated soil, which was tested and conditioned to Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) Table 1 soil standards criteria, was trucked to two local City of Hamilton construction projects to be used as fill, says Wheaton.

A number of measures were implemented to protect Cootes Paradise — a UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve — the woodlot, and the rest of the park, he points out.

For example, silt sacks were inserted in the surrounding catch basins, a silt fence was installed around the entire perimeter of the site, and a 20-metre-long (65-foot) mud mat was installed at the access site to reduce mud-tracking from vehicles entering and exiting the site, he says.

Construction continued until last November. The plan is for Metric to return to the site later this spring — after the muddy conditions have cleared — to complete the final phases including building adjacent gravel pathways, and sodding and seeding the ponds with native seed cover.

Planning for a second phase rain garden in another section of the park is already underway, says Wheaton.

"In large storms, there will be some surface ponding, but the system is designed to reduce the time that water stays on the surface of the pond." — Ken Wheaton, City of Hamilton landscape architect

"Many possible solutions were looked at in the 2012 stormwater study, including capital replacement and upsizing of sewer pipes. But the garden project was ultimately chosen as the preferred environmental solution, especially as the park was close to the residential areas, he says.

Detailed design by WSP Canada began in 2013 and was completed last year, with a tender being awarded in May and construction starting in August.

Using several different pieces of heavy equipment, Metric excavated 28,000 cubic metres (998,810 cubic feet) of earth, placed 19,000 tonnes of aggregate for the storage basins, as well as installing the various filtering levels.

The excavated soil, which was tested and conditioned to Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) Table 1 soil standards criteria, was trucked to two local City of Hamilton construction projects to be used as fill, says Wheaton.

A number of measures were implemented to protect Cootes Paradise — a UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve — the woodlot, and the rest of the park, he points out.

For example, silt sacks were inserted in the surrounding catch basins, a silt fence was installed around the entire perimeter of the site, and a 20-metre-long (65-foot) mud mat was installed at the access site to reduce mud-tracking from vehicles entering and exiting the site, he says.

Construction continued until last November. The plan is for Metric to return to the site later this spring — after the muddy conditions have cleared — to complete the final phases including building adjacent gravel pathways, and sodding and seeding the ponds with native seed cover. In about a year they will have transformed into naturalized wildflower areas.

Planning for a second phase rain garden in another section of the park is already underway, says Wheaton.
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**Pictured here is the excavation work done for the bottom of the storage basin at Hamilton’s Churchill Park. The environmental engineering on this $1.45 million project is designed to relieve pressure on the at-capacity combined sewer system in a nearby residential area.**

The 1.45-metre-deep storage basins at Churchill Park will retain stormwater until it has a chance to filter through and into the ground.
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By this summer, the Toronto Region and Conservation Authority (TRCA) will have completed the detailed and time-consuming erection of a new shoreline protection system at the Rotary Peace Park in southwest Toronto.

Consisting of 14,000 tonnes of armour stone revetment (each weighing between three to six tonnes) and 300- to 600-mm rip rap, the system will provide long-term erosion control from the pounding waves of adjacent Lake Ontario and protect park users from potential threats from that erosion. Construction by TRCA crews began in August of last year and continued throughout the winter months. SEG Sarton Environmental Group was the equipment supplier/operator contractor.

Judged solely by the 144-metre (472 feet) and $1.4 million cost, the maintenance project might not seem overly complex. But dismantling the failed half-century-old existing system and rebuilding the new one was a myriad of challenges, not the least of which was the sourcing and needed delivery of the armour stones from Ontario’s Kawartha district.

Acting as its own project and construction manager, the conservation authority had to choreograph the project so it would adhere to in-water construction regulations, take measures to minimize the impact on the rest of the park, and deal with the concerns of a private property owner.

Preceding the construction was an extensive planning and public consultation process and the update of an almost five-year-old design. The original park was greatly enlarged by a 1960s landfill operation which created a U-shape easterly addition jutting out into the lake and this is where the new system is being put in place.

Classified as a ‘structure,’ the original armour stone revetment had been monitored for erosion since 2006 and was deemed a high priority project in 2010.

Design work for its restoration was created by Shoreplan Engineering Ltd. in 2013, but the new shoreline protection had to be postponed because of funding constraints and other projects, says authority erosion risk management project manager Jet Taylor.

That changed in the spring of 2017 when record high Lake Ontario water levels further exacerbated the erosion problems and Rotary Peace Park was earmarked as “the number one priority” in the authority’s Western Waterfront Master Plan which it had started preparing the year before, he says.

Some of the problems included the slumping of revetment and large rock material into the lake and the erosion of pathways presenting a safety risk.

Shoreplan Engineering, the original consultants, was asked to make small revisions to the design and “just before construction started last year we took another hard look at it.”

In the lead-up to the construction, extensive preparatory work was undertaken, including the erection of a 300-metre-long (984-foot) fence which cordoned off the construction zone from the rest of the park, allowing the public continued use of an outdoor swimming pool, a baseball diamond and other recreational amenities, plus access to a popular beach area on the west side of the park, says Taylor.

The authority had planned to incorporate as much as the original armour stone, gabion baskets and concrete rubble into the new wall as possible. But some of that material didn’t meet modern day specifications “so we had to haul away some material and add more.”

First and most complicated step in the construction/restoration sequence was the in-water installation of “toe stones” to prevent the armour stone revetment from sinking into the water.

No machinery was allowed to operate in the water and that meant the excavator operator “had to work in the blind.” A few metres away on the shoreline to excavate trenches for the stones. And on rainy or windy days the excavation had to be halted to “limit the risk of stirring up sediment or possibly washing fluids from the machine into the water.”

A major goal was to build the structure in a series of complete sections — starting with toe stones and then the armour stone revetment — before moving on to the next section.

But that wasn’t always achievable. A combination of factors such as rain and heavy winds and the need to be out of the water during fish spawning months necessitated the consecutive installation of the toe stones in several areas and then completing the other phases later, says Taylor.

For the almost entire length, the armour stone was installed in a 2-to-1 slope. The one notable deviation from that geometric pattern was at the very eastern perimeter of the park where it abuts a private property. At that spot, the TRCA work crews erected a vertical wall at the request of a private property owner to deter trespassers and to stay on the park property.

Because of the need to protect fish habitat and other environmental constraints, in-water construction moves at slower pace than land construction and Rotary Peace Park was no exception. The progress of the work was also hampered by the fact that one of two excavators originally allocated for the project had to be transferred elsewhere.

“We thought we would be done by now,” Taylor says.

But the earthworks will be completed in May, with landscaping and park restoration carrying on into June. That final phase will include tree planting and the building of a drainage swale to allow water to percolate away slowly, he says.

The authority has identified another 20 waterfront erosion problem areas it would like to restore in the next 10 years, says Taylor.
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Three remaining concrete piers of the Seaway International Bridge that towered over the St. Lawrence River between Canada and the U.S. at Cornwall for almost 60 years are being prepared for demolition. The in-water piers — the tallest being 120 feet — will be taken down by Oakville-based Bronte Construction starting shortly as the final stage of the landmark crossing’s demolition which commenced in 2014.

Using barges in the river, Bronte Construction will set up secured scaffolding platforms around each concrete pier — which have footings of about 26 by 46 feet. The contractor will then commence cutting down each reinforced concrete pier piece by piece, says Matthew Karabela, project manager, Bronte.

Tarps will surround the scaffolding “to catch all the fallout so nothing ends up in the environment,” he says.

The $5 million contract was scheduled to start in April or May, depending on weather and ice. The contract is slated for completion by the end of 2019 “before the weather turns foul in the winter,” says Todd Kealey, director of communications marketing and government relations, The Federal Bridge Corporation Limited (FBCL), the bridge’s owner.

Kealey says the current in the river is “very strong” and could impact demolition. During a previous contract, a barge “tipped sideways” because of the fast-moving river. “One edge was in the water and the other was high above it.”

“They (Bronte) are taking a lot of care to make sure everything they do is stable, safe and solid,” Kealey says the concrete and other demolition debris is recyclable. “They will actually allow community members to take some away as souvenirs.” He says because the bridge has been in place for so long, an eco-system has developed around each pier foundation. “We’re choosing to leave the footings of those piers in the water because the local wildlife has adapted to their presence. They have created a shelter for the fish.”

Demolition commenced on other portions of the bridge — including the vehicle deck — in 2014.

Kealey says the final demolition contract presents challenges unlike the other contracts because they are the only piers of the bridge that were built in the river. Two 160-foot tall land-based piers were removed a few years ago.

A fourth pier situated in a canal near Cornwall was remediated and now serves as a scenic lookout for the public but FBCL ruled out remediation of the last three piers because of economics.

“The goal here is to preserve as much history as we can but we don’t want things (concrete) falling on our new bridge or falling onto others (boats in the river),” he says.

While the three piers are sound today, Kealey says their deterioration is inevitable.

He says the project is unusual for FBCL, a Crown Corporation, which normally focuses on maintenance and preservation of the four crossings it operates, including the Canadian side of the Sault Ste. Marie International Bridge to Michigan, the Blue Water Bridge in Sarnia and the Thousand Islands Bridge, also on the St. Lawrence River.

Originally constructed in 1958, the Seaway International Bridge actually consisted of two bridges — one from Cornwall to Cornwall Island and the second from the island to New York state. The new Seaway International Crossing opened in 2014.
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